
Questions and Answers 
MTC08/20/0: Provision of a Voicemail (call completion) System 

Q: Provide dynamic mailboxes to leave a voice-, fax-, video- mail, e-mail. Can it be in phase manner i.e. 

Phase 1 for Audio & phase 2 for Video & Fax.   

A: Our customers using currently already audio & fax. Thus no. 

 

Q: Methods of direct and indirect Depositing. Need to understand the scope of Direct Deposit.   

A: Deposit of voicemail - Customer can directly access the voicemail box and deposit a voicemail/fax by 

calling 111 on our network. This method is not using the call forwarding to divert a call to the voicemail 

system. 

 

Q: The solution should support 3.5 Million customers and maximum 300000 BHCA "Assuming the given 

BHCA of 300,000 is cumulative for Deposit & retrieval, need confirmation. Need to know the Avg Hold 

Time for both, deposit & retrieval, both. Assuming the given BHCA of 300,000 are the for the subs who 

intent to deposit the Voice Mail and not for the total call drops, need confirmation. Need to know the 

current capacity required for initial deployment.  

A: Current system is currently running max 220,000 BHCA (deposit & retrieval) but we like to switch 

additional services on e.g. special call alerts & notify me. 

 

Q: The solution should have high availability with local redundant active-active configuration. The solution 

should support geographic redundancy Need to know the requirement of GR, Active - Active OR Active – 

Standby.  

A: Current system is setup as Active-Standby. MTC prefers new system to be setup in Active-Active mode 

hosted in two different locations in Windhoek. 

 

Q: Solution should support abandoned call alert, missed call, notify me; call alert plus, lawful interception 

and integration to social media. Need more information about "Call Alert Plus", what is expected on 

"Lawful Interception" 

A: Call Alert Plus: Call Alert Plus is a service created from the combination of Missed Call Alert and Voices 

MS. When a caller is diverted to the voicemail system they are given the opportunity to record a voice 

message via the Voices MS application. If the caller elects not to leave a message, he/she is not charged 

for the call (i.e. the call is only answered at the point when the caller elects to leave a message), and the 

called party will receive a missed call notification. If the caller decides to leave a message, the call 



progresses to the VoiceSMS application and a temporary mailbox is created and the called party is 

subsequently notified of the message deposit. 

Call Alert Plus provides increased call stimulation compared to standard Missed Call Alert solutions. Also, 

Call Alert Plus has longer call-hold times for diverted callers who choose to leave a message, providing 

additional call completion revenue. 

The use of temporary, dynamically allocated mailboxes with a short lifespan, means that this service can 

be offered to the entire subscriber base. Lawful interception - There should be a possibility to lawful 

automatic extract voicemail messages (voice& fax) of certain mailboxes and process offline. 

 

Q: Hardware: Who is providing the hardware here, If Comviva has to provide, what is the mode of power 

supply, AC or DC.  

A: Solution to be deployed on MTC Private Cloud environment (Huawei Fusion Sphere OpenStack) 

 

Q: System Architecture "Hardware - Types of Switches? L2 OR L3, which type of switch are expected" 

A: L2 & L3 

 

Q:Need information about Signaling / Media standard? 

SS7/TDM, SIP/RTP. Sigtran/TDM 

A: SIP 

 

Q: Uplink information: Copper or Fiber | 1G or 10G 

A: 10G and above (current 40G uplink) 

 

Provide dynamic mailboxes to leave a voice-, fax, video-Mail, Email. How are you planning to use fax, 

video, mail and email?  

Q: I understand about voicemail box but how are you planning to use Fax, Video, Mail and Email boxes? 

A: For video MTC would like the option for customer to send a video recorded message to a mailbox, 

currently this feature is not on existing system. 

E-mail requirement would involve customer being able to send/forward their voicemails to their personal 

email address as a voice clip. 

Q: Is it something your customer will do internal email and conversion like Gmail and can send/receive 

A: Currently a user is able to send a fax from a fax machine to a customer’s mailbox (dialing 

2648150xxxxxxxx) the customer than receives a notification that they have a fax waiting for them, 



they can than retrieve the fax or send it from their handset to another fax machine to print. 

Solution should support abandoned call alert, missed call, notify me; call alert plus, lawful interception 

and integration to social media 

Q: Here if we are talking about voicemail box then we believe it is linked with your current subscribers. 

Why would you like to have integration with social media? 

A: The idea is to cater for social media applications such as WhatsApp when customers receive a call on 

WhatsApp the calling party should be able to leave a message when the called party is not available, 

this is for customers who are not able to call the users via normal CS/VoLTE means. e.g. a roamer on 

Airport WiFi. 

 

Q: As this is voicemail server only, then what is the reason to getting notifications for missed call, 

abandoned calls and lawful interceptions?  

A: The voicemail server should be able to send notifications for missed calls, even when the caller did not 

leave a voice message. The tenderer must indicate whether their proposed voicemail system will be able 

to cater for lawful interphase if regulator imposes, please provide available settings. 

 

Admin tool – Integration to BIGDATA platform and export relevant system data 

Q: We would like to get more information on the information which you are planning to export? 

A: The business would like to have various statistics regarding the voicemail system, number to mailboxes, 

BHCA for system. basically, all related stats. 

 

Q: Moreover, are you currently using any system for BIGDATA to export the data from your existing 

system? If yes, then please provide more information about that and us case 

A: MTC has a BIGDATA solution in place, current VM system is not connected to the MTC data warehouse. 

 

The solution should have ability to indicate & administer how long below message classes can be stored: 

Q: Is it for admin or customer? And how would like to execute that? 

A: The system should have an option for MTC admins to set fields such as length of message, number of 

messages per mailbox, how long to keep Unread/Read/saved messages. 

System should also have the option to set the length of personalized greetings. 

 

 



 

Multi – Languages setup 

Q: Please share list of languages which you want support of 

Local languages include Oshiwambo, Damara Nama, Silozi, Otjiherero, Rukwangali, Afrikaans, German if 

possible. 

 

User Blacklist/whitelist for notifications 

Q: I believe this is for per customer account, right? 

A: Yes, customer should be able to blacklist a number if they do not wish to receive voice messages from 

that particular subscriber and also have to option to whitelist the number. 

 

Business Hours Support for Notifications options (system/user controlled) 

Q: This is not clear. Can you please explain? 

A: Some customers do not like to receive notifications after hours, system should have the option to set 

that sms notifications to customers informing them of voice messages can only be send during a defined 

time period 

example during business hours and not after 5PM, then only sends again at 7 AM. 

 

Letter of Intent to be provided by financial institution with the Tender to confirm that a Performance 

Guarantee will be issued after award of the Tender. How long is performance Guarantee to be provided 

with what percentage of overall cost of project?  

A: A letter of intent can be from a registered financial institution. It does not need a percentage of the 

cost. Advisably it must be valid for 6 month or more.  The institution may indicate that, should the tender 

be awarded to you, they will be able to finance the project.   

Q: Do MTC has access to existing Voice mail Database 

A: YES 

Q: Do MTC has access to all physical voice mail file and can provide to new vendor 

A: YES 

Q: Do MTC has knowledge how PIN is stored in the existing system? In case encrypted and new vendor 

required key and encryption algorithm  

A: Pins will not be migrated, option for customer to change pin upon first inter action 



 

Q: Who is existing vendor for voicemail? 

A: Intervoice Brite (Convergys) 

 

Q: In General, MTC has to facilitate vendor for migration requirement data collection for successful 

migration. Kindly confirm the feasibility from MTC  

A: MTC will facilitate the migration 

 

Q: Do MTC has support for Video call and users making/receiving video call in network?  

A: The video call feature is available on CS network 

 

Q: How Video call does is offered to subscribers? Is it over Video over LTE?  

A: Over CS and LTE networks 

 

Q: What is the context and use case of e-mail here?  

A: The ability for the VMS to send voice messages to a customer email address connection with relevant 

API's to email server. 

 

Q: Is Fax mandatory to propose and do you have any subscriber using fax?  

A: Yes, its mandatory, current users at 5000 BHCA 

 

Q: If yes to above, can core network support fax over IP?  

A: Supported 

 

 

Q: How MTC has implemented direct deposit in current system?  

A: Customer are able dial a specific number directing the call to a mailbox 

 



 

Q: Can MTC sharing dialing format for direct deposit or user experience of direct deposit?  

A: 2648150xxxxxxxx the prefix inside the MSISDN directs call directly to customer's mailbox. 

 

Q: Our understanding on indirect deposit would be network is forwarding the call when user is busy/no 

reply/not-reachable cases to VMS system. Kindly confirm the understanding  

A: Yes, this understanding is correct. 

 

Q: Has this integration already done with existing system?  

A: Integration for MTC APP or social media not available in current system. This is a new requirement. 

 

Q: If yes, can vendor share new API specification or need to adapt existing API specification for integration 

with MTC App and MTC Web self-care?  

A: NA 

 

Q: Can you provide bifurcation between VoLTE and CS network subscribers among 3.5M subs? 

A: Currently the majority (95%) are CS subscribers, VoLTE is a new roll-out. 

 

Q: What is the BHCA to be considered for Voice among 300000?  

A: The system BHCA should be a shared "pool" so that each call completion service is able to utilize 

dynamically as per demand. 

Q: What is the BHCA to be considered for Video 300000?  

A: Currently there is no video service offered, this is a new requirement. 

 

Q: What is the BHCA to be considered for fax?  

A: Current BHCA at 5000, however the system BHCA should be a shared "pool" so that each call 

completion service is able to utilize dynamically as per demand. 

 

 



 

Q: Is it mandatory to propose Geo Redundancy?   

A: Yes, the deployment of Geo-Redundancy is mandatory, MTC has two sites in different locations in 

Windhoek 

 

Q: If yes, do you have Huawei Fusion sphere (open stack) available in two sites? 

A: Yes, both sites same setup 

 

Q: Among audio codecs, except G.711 rest are all Royalty codecs which comes with cost. Do you really 

need VMS to support all voice codecs?  

A: Kindly quotes as per availability of the requested codecs, business to decide which proposal best meet 

the codec requirements. 

if yes, we suggest to go with maximum two codecs among listed one as finally system will only one 

negotiated codec.  

NA 

Q: Can we consider G.711 (80%) for CS network and AMR-NB (20%) for VoLTE/VoBB/VoWifi network? 

 Is there a usage limitation on the codec?  

 

Q: Video codec capacity arrived based on answer to Video call BHCA toward VMS system. It is mandatory 

to have this information.  

No video service offered in current system. New requirement. 

Q: What is call alert plus? Can you explain with use case?  

Q: Will it be sufficient if we send CDR & physical voicemail for target subscribers? This service offers 

notifications to the B-party about who was trying to call them.  

 

A: Example when subscriber A calls Subscriber B, call rings and is send to voicemail, but Sub A chooses not 

to leave a voice message. 

 

Q: How many MVNO's are expected and is the subscriber base to be included in 3.5M base or it is 

additional  



A: Current requirement is that the MVNO feature should be included in the solution, the number of MVNO 

subscribers will be additional. Not part of the 3.5Million. 

 

Q: If it is additional, how many additional subscribers to be considered for dimension purpose?  

A: This is a new Business case, kindly provide available basic. 

 

Q: We consider integration with MTC App over API provided by vendor or adapted by existing API. Vendor 

need not provide any other mobile app. kindly confirm our understanding  

A: There is no integration to MTC APP, this is a new requirement. Vendor to provide API's that can be used 

for this purpose. 

 

Q: What is the action to be performed for export voice mail option? Kindly elaborate  

A: Customers should have option to export their voicemail message to their files i.e. a save from the VM 

system and not just save on the VM system 

Q: Could you be able to explain with more use cases to understand?  

A: The system should be able to raise an alert if it detects that customer A is receiving and retrieving 

messages at intervals that are not regular with a particular customer X. VM password compulsory on 

setup. 

 

 

Q: What is the size of each mailbox to be considered?  

A: Max duration per message = 120sec, each customer allowed 15 messages in their mailbox. 30sec 

personalized greeting with following duration per message type (unlistened = 168hours, listened to = 144 

hours and saved = 168hours) 

 

Q: What is the average deposit duration to be considered?  

A: Max duration per message = 120sec, each customer allowed 15 messages in their mailbox 

 

Q: What is the average retrieval duration to be considered?  

A: Max duration per message = 120sec, each customer allowed 15 messages in their mailbox 



 

 

 

Q: Will MTC provide required Redhat Linux Guest OS and MySQL Database License?  

A: MTC will take care of Redhat guest OS as well as MySQL, however vendor should please specify if any 

other special software license is required for their system.  

 

 Q: How many days of CDR should be stored in the system?  

A: 6 months 

 

 Q: How many days of reports should be stored in the system?  

A: 6 months 


